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Abstract. This paper explores formal verification in the area of database
technology, in particular how to reason about queries and updates in a
database system. The formalism is sufficiently general to be applicable
to relational and graph databases. We first define a domain-specific language consisting of nested query and update primitives, and give its
operational semantics. Queries are in full first-order logic. The problem
we try to solve is whether a database satisfying a given pre-condition
will satisfy a given post-condition after execution of a given sequence
of queries and updates. We propose a weakest-precondition calculus and
prove its correctness. We finally examine a restriction of our framework
that produces formulas in the guarded fragment of predicate logic and
thus leads to a decidable proof problem.
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1.1

Introduction
Context and Contributions

The work reported here has initially grown out of an effort to verify graphmanipulating programs that owe much to a traditional imperative programming
style. The transformation language presented in this paper is inspired by query
and update primitives found in graph databases such as Cypher [27], but we
do not try to mimic a specific DB language, and our language is sufficiently
general that it is also interesting for relational DBs. The structure of the language is in principle very simple, consisting of nested match constructs (however
with queries that are full first-order logic formulas) and addition and deletion
of relations. We are here interested in structural aspects, dealing only with uninterpreted relations. The transformation language (syntax and well-formedness
constraints and semantics) will be defined in Section 2.
The transformation language has a clearly imperative (as opposed to functional) flavour, with a notion of DB state that coincides with a non-standard
notion of interpretation of formulas. The main focus of the paper is on verifying
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whether a DB satisfying a given pre-condition will satisfy a given post-condition
after the transformation. These conditions are again full first-order formulas. It
is important to emphasise that we are dealing with the verification of the correctness of transformations as such, and not the validation of the satisfaction
of constraints for particular instances of a DB (thus a kind of model checking
problem). The program correctness calculus (a particular form of weakest precondition calculus) is described in Section 3. The resulting proof obligations are
undecidable in general. However, in Section 4, we restrict our attention to the
Guarded Fragment of predicate logic. By imposing suitable restrictions on the
formulas occurring in assertions and selection statements, we identify a natural
class of transformations that give rise to decidable proof obligations.
A particular challenge of our formalism is to take into account contextual
information stemming from nested match statements, and to deal with relational
update (an essentially second-order construct) in a first-order framework.
Related Work The view of a database transformation as an imperative program,
with pre- and post-conditions, seems to be new.
Work in the context of deductive DBs ([8,26], also see [23] for an overview)
mainly seems to address the problem of maintaining the consistency of DB w.r.t.
specific constraints after individual updates, and not deductive verification. Consistency maintenance is then often enforced by Prolog-like inference rules. The
more general question of DB updates as theory updates, for example in [11], has
triggered an extensive amount of work, including investigations in non-monotonic
logics. This line of research is not at all related to our approach that is situated
in classical logic, with the credo that updates modify models and not theories.
A notable exception to the above is the work by Benedikt, Griffin and Libkin
[5] that considers the problem of definability of database transactions for a very
abstract notion of transformation language, leading mainly to negative decidability results. Contrary to this, we start with a specific (and, in particular in
Section 4, restricted) language, to arrive at a proposal for a practically useful
verification framework.
XML transformations [22,19] are transformations of particular tree-like structures, and the powerful type systems developed for them can be assimilated with
program correctness assertions. However, XML transducers have a functional
flavour, the verification method is not comparable to ours.
As mentioned before, our work has its origin in the verification of graph
transformations. The landscape is heterogeneous, ranging from approaches based
on category theory [16] to work in Monadic Second Order logic [10,20]. The graph
decompositions inherent to this latter approach are often not compatible with
updates performed naturally in graph structures (insertion or deletion of arcs,
updates of attributes).
Our own work [9,7,6] has so far concentrated on particular decidable logics (modal or description logics). We have evoked the problem of the procedural
transformation language; we mention in particular the difficulty with loops whose
verification requires an annotation with invariants, so the verification approach
is not fully automatic. Work that is very similar in spirit, also based on descrip-
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tion logics and consistency management in ontologies, is [3,1,2]. The limitation
of expressiveness of description logics leads to unpleasant circumlocutions: the
logics are often not closed under simple operations like substitutions of relational
expressions, with the consequence that extraction of proof obligations and proof
procedures are intertwined. In order to have a clearer picture of the underlying
mechanisms, we choose a plain first-order setting in this paper.
The modification of databases in conjunction with an imperative programming language is described in [21], with a verification procedure based on twovariable first order logic. To obtain decidability, severe restrictions on the domains (bounded domains and only one unbounded domain) have to be imposed.
As mentioned in the outset, we want to capture the spirit of DB languages
like Cypher, without reproducing these languages in detail; our nested match
statements seem to go beyond what is currently available in Cypher, and there
are a huge number of features we do not cover, in particular paths. We are aware
of a formal definition of the semantics of Cypher [12] and hope that a merger of
this semantics and our language might make it possible to formally reason about
integrity constraints in languages like Cypher.
1.2

Introductory Example

Before starting with the technical development, we present an example that informally introduces the principal notions and gives an overview of the verification
methodology.
We consider the scenario of a database of a service provider for subscription of potential clients to its services. The database maintains some integrity
constraints:
– ValidClient: All clients C registered in the database have to have their subscription approved (V alid) by an employee (E) of the company: (∀c.C(c) −→
∃e.E(e) ∧ V alid(e, c))
– ActiveIfSubscr : A service is activated for a client only if the client has previously subscribed to it: (∀s c. Active(s, c) −→ Subscr(s, c)). The provider
may suspend a service, so the inverse is not necessarily the case.
After registering at the service provider and subscribing to some services, the
potential clients first get the status of applicants (A). At regular intervals, the
database runs the program of Figure 1 to integrate applicants into its standard
client base. This program proceeds as follows: it first retrieves all the applicants a
that have their subscription approved (outer match) and adds these applicants as
clients (first add statement). It then retrieves all the services s a given applicant
a has subscribed to and activates these services (inner match). Finally, it removes
the selected applicants from the set A (del statement).
The program is annotated with a pre-condition (the integrity constraint mentioned before) and a post-condition: the integrity constraint and the knowledge
that all applicants remaining in A have not had their demand validated so far.
Let us run the program on a particular instance of a DB (the operational
semantics in full generality is defined in Section 2.3). The extensions of the unary
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Pre: ValidClient ∧ ActiveIfSubscr
match a where A(a) ∧ ∃ e. E(e) ∧ V alid(e, a) {
add(C(a));
match s where S(s) ∧ Subscr(s, a) {
add(Active(s, a))
};
del(A(a))
}
Post:ValidClient∧ ActiveIfSubscr ∧ (∀ a. A(a) −→ ¬∃ e. E(e) ∧ V alid(e, a))

Fig. 1: An example program
predicates are sets of elements; and of the binary relations are sets of pairs. At
the start of the program, we assume:
A
C
V alid
Subscr
Active

= {a1 , a2 , a3 }
E = {e1 , e2 }
= {c1 , c2 }
S = {s1 , s2 }
= {(e1 , c1 ), (e1 , c2 ), (e1 , a1 ), (e2 , a2 )}
= {(s1 , c1 ), (s2 , c2 ), (s1 , a1 ), (s2 , a1 ), (s2 , a2 )}
= {(s1 , c1 )}

Before looking in more detail at the execution of the program, it is important to understand the notion of a state of a program, which coincides with
our non-standard notion of interpretation of a formula, which is set-based and
not instance-based, as explained in the following. An interpretation is made up
of three components: a domain (in this case, the set {a1 , a2 , . . . s1 , s2 }) and an
interpretation of the predicate symbols (as above); all this is standard. The difference is in the way individual variables are interpreted: instead of having a
single function mapping variables into the domain, we take a set of such functions. We are in particular interested in maximal interpretations that contain all
the individual interpretation functions satisfying certain requirements.
As the precondition contains no free variables, the maximal interpretation
set is initially the set of all functions mapping the set of variables to elements of
the domain. The first match restricts the set of variable interpretations to those
that map variable a to a1 or a2 , as only these satisfy the condition of the match
(the relation interpretations are not modified by match, and the domain remains
invariant for all operations). The first add operation has an effect on the interpretation of relation C, adding the elements a1 , a2 so that it will then become
{c1 , c2 , a1 , a2 } (here, the individual interpretations are not modified). The inner
match limits the set of admissible individual interpretations still further to the
set {(a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s1 ), (a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s2 ), (a 7→ a2 , s 7→ s2 )}. These pairs are then
added to Active, whose extension is {(s1 , c1 ), (s1 , a1 ), (s2 , a1 ), (s2 , a2 )} at the
end of the inner match statement. Note in particular that we do not simply take
the cross-product of the elements {s1 , s2 } bound to s and the elements {a1 , a2 }
bound to a: the pair (s1 , a2 ) is not added to Active. We finally execute the del
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statement, which sets A to {a3 }. The net effect of the program is therefore an
update of the relations A, C and Active in the DB.
Reasoning about these programs proceeds by backwards propagation of postconditions, by computing weakest pre-conditions (wp). There are in particular
two challenges for wp reasoning: taking into account contextual information
(given by the conditions in the match clauses), and reasoning about sets and
relations, instead of individuals.
When reasoning backwards, we first have to take the effect of del(A(a)) into
account. We look up the contextual information about variable a. Its defining
clause is A(a) ∧ ∃e.E(e) ∧ V alid(e, a), so we symbolically remove from A in
the post-condition all the elements satisfying this predicate. The subformula
(∀a.A(a) −→ ¬∃e.E(e)∧V alid(e, a)) then becomes (∀a.(A(a)∧¬(A(a)∧∃e.E(e)∧
V alid(e, a))) −→ ¬∃e.E(e)∧V alid(e, a)), which reduces to true. The subformula
ValidClient ∧ ActiveIfSubscr is not affected by the delete statement.
We next examine the effective of add(Active(s, a)) on the remaining postcondition. The contextual information for variable a is as before, and for variable
s is S(s) ∧ Subscr(s, a). In ActiveIfSubscr , we replace Active(s, c) by a formula
describing the union of Active and the conjunction of the characterising formulas
of a and s, which yields ∀s c. (Active(s, c)∨A(c)∧(∃e.E(e)∧V alid(e, c))∧S(s)∧
Subscr(s, c)) −→ Subscr(s, c). It is easy to see that this formula is implied by
ActiveIfSubscr in the precondition of the program. In a similar spirit, we reason
about add(C(a)), replacing C(c) in the precondition ValidClient by C(c)∨A(c)∧
∃e.E(e) ∧ V alid(e, c).

2

Transformation Language

This section defines the syntax of the transformation language (Section 2.1); it
presents two notions of interpretation of formulas that are also instrumental
for the concept of program state (Section 2.2); and it gives the operational
semantics of programs (Section 2.3). The rest of this paper uses a semi-formal,
mathematical style. A fully formal development in the Isabelle proof assistant is
under way.4
2.1

Syntax

The syntax of statements stmt and programs prog is defined by the following
grammar, where boldface v stands for a list of variables v1 , . . . , vn :
stmt ::= Skip
| add(R(v))
| del(R(v))
| match v where f orm { stmt }
| stmt; stmt
prog ::= Pre : f orm stmt Post : f orm
4

Parts of the development can be found in the repository
https://bitbucket.org/Martin_Strecker/db_queries_updates/
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Formulas f orm are occurring in match clauses and the pre- and post-conditions.
They are formulas of standard first-order logic, defined by
f orm ::= ⊥ | R(v) | x = y | ¬f orm | f orm ∧ f orm | ∀v.f orm
featuring constant symbol ⊥, relational application R(v), equality x = y between
individual variables, negation, binary connectors, first-order quantification over
individual variables v. Other connectors and quantifiers than those shown are
defined as usual.
Renaming individual variable x by y in formula φ is written φ[x := y]. In
formula manipulations like these, we assume that bound variables are correctly
renamed to avoid clashes.
We assume that relation symbols have a fixed arity which can be enforced by
typing or a naming convention; we do not describe the details here. Well-typing
of a statement c in a context (list of variables) Γ , written Γ ` c, is defined by:
– Γ ` add(R(v)) if v ⊆ Γ and similarly for del
– Γ ` match v where b {c} if Γ ∩ v = {} and Γ @v ` c and f v(b) ⊆ Γ @v,
where @ is list concatenation and f v(b) is the set of free individual variables
of b. In particular, match binds the variables v in b and c, and these variables
should not occur in the context.
– Γ ` c1 ; c2 if Γ ` c1 and Γ ` c2
Pre- and post-conditions and statements may contain free individual variables,
whose declaration constitutes the initial context for type checking. Since the
programs we present in the examples are all closed, we have omitted the variable
declaration clauses.
Apart from typing, we have to impose another restriction on the programs
we analyse: There are no modifications of defining relations before use.
Example 1. Before defining this notion, we will look at a counter-example:
match a where A(a) {
match b where B(b) {
add(A(b))
};
del(C(a))
}
When reasoning about relation updates (add or del), we describe the changes induced w.r.t. the defining properties of the variables. Before the add in Example 1,
the defining properties of a and b are A(a) and B(b) respectively. Intuitively and
using a set-theoretic notation, the effect of the add is that the new A becomes
A0 ∪ B, where A0 is the original value of A. Computing this effect is not difficult.
The problem is the following del(C(a)), where we cannot proceed in a similar
fashion. We cannot say that new C is C 0 − A by looking up how a was defined
in the corresponding match statement, because relation A has been modified
between definition and use of a, but the variable a is still bound to the original
values: before the del statement, A(a) is not true any more. In fact, it should
be that C = C 0 − A0 . Intuitively speaking, it seems that our analysis would
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become considerably more complex if it were necessary to precisely track which
property was true for a variable in the execution history of the program, instead
of taking its defining value.
We give a series of definitions that are reminiscent of the notion of definitionuse chains in compiler technology [24], whence the name of DU-stability introduced below.
Definition 1 (DU-stability). For a statement match v where P , we say that
the v ∈ v are defined by this statement, and we say that P is their defining
property. Note that in a well-typed program, a variable occurs in at most one
match, so this notion is well-defined. The set of defining relations of a variable v,
def _rels(v), is the set of relation symbols R that occur in the defining property
of v. We say that a variable is used in the predicate of a match or in an add
or del statement if it is among the free variables of the respective predicates.
We say that a relation R is modified by an update if this update is add(R(v))
or del(R(v)). We say that a variable v defined in a match is DU-stable if in
none of the execution paths leading from the definition to a use of v, any of the
defining relations of v is modified. We say that a program is DU-stable if all its
variables are.
In order to avoid clutter, these definitions have been kept semi-formal in the
sense that they are not defined inductively over the syntax and some parameters
(such as the underlying program) remain implicit. Some related, more formal
definitions are provided in Section 3.2.
The program of Example 1 is not DU-stable because the defining relation A
is modified between the use of a in del(C(a)) and its definition. The program in
Figure 1 is DU-stable, but it would not be if swapping add(C(a)) and del(A(a)),
because then, the defining relation A of variable a would be modified before the
uses of a.
Note that the restriction to property-preserving bindings is not a limitation,
at least in principle and disregarding questions of efficiency of execution. Indeed,
any breach of DU-stability can be avoided by storing values in an auxiliary
relation and then retrieving this copy instead of referring to the modified relation.
2.2

Interpretations

We will introduce two kinds of semantics:
– an individual semantics that is the traditional logical semantics;
– a set-based semantics allowing to reason about sets of assignments of individual variables.
The individual semantics is given by interpretations ι = (ιd , ιr , ιi ) where ιd
is a domain, ιr is a function that assigns to each n-ary relation symbol of the
language a subset of ιnd , and ιi a function that assigns to each individual variable
an element of ιd . The relation ι |= φ (interpretation ι is a model of formula φ)
is defined as usual:
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– ι 6|=⊥
– ι |= R(v) if ιi (v) ∈ ιr (R), where ιi (v) is the obvious mapping of ιi on a
vector of variables.
– ι |= x = y if ιi (x) = ιi (y)
– ι |= ¬ψ if ι 6|= ψ
– ι |= ψ ∧ φ if ι |= ψ and ι |= φ
– ι |= ∀v.ψ (first-order quantification) if for all vi ∈ ιd , we have ιv:=vi |= ψ.
Here, if ι = (ιd , ιr , ιi ), then ιv:=vi = (ιd , ιr , ιi (v := vi)) and ιi (v := vi) is the
update of function ιi at variable v with value vi.
The set-based semantics is given by interpretations σ = (σd , σr , σi ) where
σd and σr are as for the individual semantics, and σi is a set of individual
assignments. We write ι ∈ σ if ι = (ιd , ιr , ιi ) with ιd = σd and ιr = σr and
ι i ∈ σi .
For instance, in the example of Section 1.2, we considered a set-based interpretation σ with a domain σd and relational assignment σr as defined there,
and σi = {(a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s1 ), (a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s2 ), (a 7→ a2 , s 7→ s2 )}. One of the
individual interpretations ι ∈ σ has the same domain and relational assignment,
and individual variable assignment ιi = (a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s1 ).
The model relation5 for the set-based semantics is defined by σ |= φ iff for
all ι ∈ σ, ι |= φ. The intuitive meaning of σ |= φ is that σ is a result for a query
φ, where σi is the (not necessarily maximal) set of solutions, i.e. assignments to
the free variables that satisfy φ, given the extension of the database as defined
by σr .
A possibly bewildering consequence of this definition is that also formulas
that are inconsistent (according to the individual semantics) have a model in
the set-based semantics. Indeed, (σd , σr , {}) |=⊥. This choice is motivated by the
intended behaviour of the operational semantics, which should be non-blocking:
execution can always proceed after a match statement, even for an inconsistent
match condition, but then with an empty solution set.
As usual, a formula is called valid if it is true under every interpretation. The
notions coincide for the two semantics:
Lemma 1. A formula is valid under the individual semantics iff it is valid under
the set-based semantics.
2.3

Operational Semantics

The operational semantics defines how the program state evolves when executing
the instructions of a program. In our case, a program state is precisely a set-based
interpretation in the sense of Section 2.2. Intuitively, in an interpretation σ =
(σd , σr , σi ), the component σr corresponds to the extension of the database that
is manipulated by add and del statements, and the component σi corresponds
5

We use the same relation symbol |= and disambiguate individual and set-based
semantics with the designation of the model (ι resp. σ).
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σ 0 = add_rel_si R v σ
(Add)

(add(R(v)), σ) ⇒ σ

σ 0 = del_rel_si R v σ
(Del)

0

(c, max_model b σ) ⇒ σ 00
(Match)
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(del(R(v)), σ) ⇒ σ 0

σ 0 = σ 00 Li := σ.iM

(match v where b {c}, σ) ⇒ σ 0
(c1 , σ) ⇒ σ 00

(Skip) (Skip, σ) ⇒ σ

(Seq)

(c2 , σ 00 ) ⇒ σ 0

(c1 ; c2 , σ) ⇒ σ 0

Fig. 2: Big-step semantics rules
to variable bindings established by the match clauses. The domain σd remains
unchanged throughout the program.
The rules of the operational semantics have the form (c, σ) ⇒ σ 0 , meaning
that execution of statement c transforms state σ to state σ 0 . The inductive
definition of the transition relation is given in Figure 2.
Before commenting on these rules, we introduce some more notation for manipulating interpretations. In an interpretation σ = (σd , σr , σi ), we retrieve the
component σd , σr , resp. σi with σ.d, σ.r, resp. σ.i. Component update is written
in banana brackets. Thus, σ 00 Li := σ.iM (as in rule Match) is the interpretation
(σd00 , σr00 , σi ).
The rule for the add statement is defined with the aid of an auxiliary function
that adds to relation R the values bound to variables v in state σ. The precise
definition of add_rel_si R v σ is: σLr := σ.r(R := (σ.r(R) ∪ ((λii.map ii v) .
σ.i)))M.
In a similar spirit, the definition of del_rel_si R v σ is: σLr := σ.r(R :=
(σ.r(R) − ((λii.map ii v) . σ.i)))M.
Let us decipher the definition of add_rel_si: We update the relational interpretation of σ for relation R, so that the new interpretation of R becomes
(σ.r(R) ∪ ((λii.map ii v) . σ.i)). This is the old interpretation of relation R,
plus new elements resulting from mapping the individual interpretations on the
variable vector v. Here, map is the mapping of a function on a list, and . is the
image of a set under a function. For example, if the relation to be updated is
Active with interpretation σ.r(Active) = {(s1 , c1 )} and the individual variable
interpretation σ.i = {(a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s1 ), (a 7→ a1 , s 7→ s2 ), (a 7→ a2 , s 7→ s2 )}, the
expression ((λii.map ii (s, a)) . σ.i) yields {(s1 , a1 ), (s2 , a1 ), (s2 , a2 )} which are
added to σ.r(Active) (cf. example of Section 1.2).
For executing the match statement, we first compute the maximal model
satisfying condition b in σ. Note that σ already incorporates the cumulative
effect of surrounding match statements. The auxiliary function is defined
S as
max_model b σ := f usion σ {ι ∈ σ | ι |= b}, where f usion σ I := (σd , σr , ι ∈
I.{ι.i}). “Maximality” of a set-based interpretation is here understood as “containing the maximum of individual interpretations”. If σ is the maximal interpre-
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tation satisfying the surrounding match conditions, then max_model b σ is the
maximal model satisfying in addition the current condition. Note that for a condition b that is inconsistent with the surrounding conditions, max_model b σ =
(σd , σr , {}).
Starting from this model, we execute the body c of the match statement, to
reach a state σ 00 . We finally obtain the result state by restoring the individual
variable bindings of the outer scope; of course, we keep the modifications induced
by c on the relational assignment σr . The rules for Skip (no-op) and sequential
composition are standard.

3

Program Logic

In this section, we show how to reason about the programs introduced in Section 2. For the programming language, we introduce extended Hoare triples
(Section 3.1) that take contextual information into account, and establish a correspondence with the operational semantics, in the form of a soundness result
(Section 3.2). We then show how to derive weakest pre-conditions (Section 3.3).
3.1

Hoare Triples: Definition

As is common practice in program logics, we reason about programs with Hoare
triples {P } c {Q} which express that when started in a program state that satisfies condition P , execution of statement c ends up in a program state satisfying
condition Q. The programs of our language always terminate, never get stuck,
and the language is deterministic, so there is no need to distinguish between
partial and total correctness of programs.
To this triple, we add a context β that is the list of conditions accumulated
while diving into nested match statements. This list dynamically grows or shrinks
as we move into or out of a match statement. The conjunction of these formulas
can be assumed to hold at the given point of the program. Indeed, in formulas
(such as R(v)∨β), β does not stand for a list of formulas, but for the conjunction
of the elements of the list. The inductive definition of the relation β ` {P } c {Q}
is given in Figure 3. At the start of a program, the context is assumed to be
empty: β = []. In spite of its four components, we continue speaking about Hoare
triples.
Again, the rules Skip and Seq are standard, and so is Conseq that permits to weaken pre- respectively post-conditions and that is provided to ensure
completeness of the calculus.
The Match rule adds the match condition b to the list of bindings β (list
concatenation β@[b]) and then computes the pre-condition P for the body of the
match statement. Whereas Q is outside the scope of the variables v bound by
match, these variables could appear in P . The pre-condition of match therefore
discharges the local condition b and abstracts over the local variables v.
In rules Add and Del, we use relation update:
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(Add) β ` {Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∨ β)]} add(R(v)) {Q}
(Del) β ` {Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∧ ¬β)]} del(R(v)) {Q}
β@[b] ` {P } c {Q}
(Match)

β ` {∀v.(b −→ P )} (match v where b {c}) {Q}
β ` {P } c1 {R}
(Seq)

(Skip) β ` {P } Skip {P }
P −→ P 0
(Conseq)

β ` {R} c2 {Q}

β ` {P } c1 ; c2 {Q}

β ` {P 0 } c {Q0 }

Q0 −→ Q

β ` {P } c {Q}

Fig. 3: Hoare Triples
Definition 2. The update of relation R by relation S in formula Q is written
as Q[R := λv.S], where the variables v may occur in S. It is defined recursively
with base case R(a1 , . . . , an )[R := λv1 , . . . , vn .S] = (λv1 , . . . , vn .S)(a1 , . . . , an ) =
S[v1 := a1 , . . . vn := an ] and R0 (a1 , . . . , an )[R := λv1 , . . . , vn .S] = R0 (a1 , . . . , an )
for R 6= R0 . The propagation of update [R := λv.S] through Boolean connectives
is standard, with variable renaming in (∀v.ψ)[R := λv.S] = (∀v 0 .ψ[v := v 0 ][R :=
λv.S]) to avoid free variable capture.
Please refer back to Section 1.2 for an illustration: For example, for statement add(Active(s, a)), the context β is the conjunction of A(a) ∧ ∃e.E(e) ∧
V alid(e, a) and S(s) ∧ Subscr(s, a), and relation update (∀s c. Active(s, c) −→
Subscr(s, c))[Active := λs a.Active(s, a) ∨ β] yields ∀s c. (Active(s, c) ∨ A(c) ∧
(∃e.E(e) ∧ V alid(e, c)) ∧ S(s) ∧ Subscr(s, c)) −→ Subscr(s, c).
3.2

Hoare Triples: Soundness

The proof of soundness follows a general approach that is relatively standard,
see for example [25]. We first define a semantic notion of validity of a Hoare
triple and then show that the inductively defined relation of Figure 3 implies
semantic validity. We first define a simplified variant of validity (Definition 3),
from which soundness is not directly provable. For the induction to go through
and to take into account the notion of DU-stability, we have to define a more
complex notion of validity (Definition 6) with a more involved soundness lemma
(Lemma 2) of which the desired theorem (Theorem 1) is an instance.
Definition 3 (Validity of Hoare Triples). For formulas P and Q and statement c, we define the relation |= {P } c {Q} as: For all states σ, σ 0 , if (c, σ) ⇒ σ 0
and σ |= P , then σ 0 |= Q.
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Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let c be a well-typed and DU-stable program. If
[] ` {P } c {Q}, then |= {P } c {Q}.
We prove this theorem later and first introduce additional notation.
An exclusion set X is a set of variables, with the intended meaning that if
v ∈ X at a particular point in program execution, then there exists an R that
is a defining relation of v (see Definition 1) and R has been modified since the
definition of v. Intuitively, this has as a consequence that if P (v) is the defining
property of v, then there is a risk that P (v) is not true at this point any more.
To keep track of how exclusion sets evolve during execution of a program, we
define a relation of exclusion propagation.
Definition 4 (Exclusion Propagation). For statement c and exclusion sets
×
X, X 0 , we inductively define the relation of exclusion propagation (c, X) −→ X 0
by:
×

– (Skip, X) −→ X
×
– (add(R(v)), X) −→ X ∪ D(R) where D(R) is the set of variables v such that
R is a defining relation of v
×
– (del(R(v)), X) −→ X ∪ D(R)
×
×
– (match v where b {c}, X) −→ (X 0 − v) if (c, X) −→ X 0
Note that the local variables v are not visible outside of c and can therefore
be removed after the match.
×
×
×
– ((c1 ; c2 ), X) −→ X 0 if (c1 , X) −→ X 00 and (c2 , X 00 ) −→ X 0
Example 2. Let us look back at the introductory example in Figure 1. When
starting exclusion propagation with an empty set at the beginning of the program, it remains empty most of the time, until after the del statement, when
it becomes {a}, so the defining property of a is not usable in the following, but
this is not problematic as there are no further statements (a fortiori, statements
where a is used).
Now please refer back to the program of Example 1. When starting exclusion
propagation with an empty set, after the add statement, the exclusion set is {a},
and it remains so until the del statement. The problem is that variable a is still
used at this point.
Definition 5 (Admissible Predicates). For a list of formulas β and an exclusion set X, the set of admissible predicates is adm(β, X) = {b ∈ β | f v(b) ∩ X =
{}}. Taken as a formula, adm(β, X) is understood to be the conjunction of the
formulas contained in the set.
Consider an exclusion propagation of a program that starts with an empty
exclusion set. Assume that at a point before a statement add(R(v)) (or similarly
del), there is a v ∈ v that is also contained in the current exclusion set. Then this
would contradict DU-stability of v and thus of the whole program. Differently
said, in a DU-stable program, the variables of an add or del do not occur in an
exclusion set.
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Definition 6 (Validity of Hoare Triples with Exclusion Sets). For a list
of formulas β, exclusion set X, formulas P and Q and statement c, we define
the relation β, X |= {P } c {Q} as: For all states σ, σ 0 , if (c, σ) ⇒ σ 0 and
×
σ |= adm(β, X) ∧ P , for all X 0 , if (c, X) −→ X 0 , then σ 0 |= adm(β, X 0 ) ∧ Q.
Lemma 2 (Soundness with Exclusion Sets). Let c be a sub-statement of a
well-typed and DU-stable program. If β ` {P } c {Q}, then β, X |= {P } c {Q}
for all X.
A proof of this lemma is given in the formal Isabelle development.
Proof. (of Theorem 1): The theorem is an instance of Lemma 2, for β = [] and
X = {}.
3.3

Weakest Pre-Conditions

The weakest pre-condition wp for a given post-condition Q and statement c is
a pre-condition that is implied by any other pre-condition. We compute the wp
with function wp(β, c, Q) that also takes into account the local bindings. The
recursive definition of wp is given in Figure 4.
wp(β, Skip, Q) = Q
wp(β, add(R(v)), Q) = Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∨ β)]
wp(β, del(R(v)), Q) = Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∧ ¬β)]
wp(β, match v where b {c}, Q) = ∀v.b −→ wp(β@[b], c, Q)
wp(β, c1 ; c2 , Q) = wp(β, c1 , wp(β, c2 , Q))

Fig. 4: Weakest pre-conditions
The correspondence between the weakest pre-conditions and the program
calculus of Section 3.1 is established by the following lemma, whose proof is by
an easy induction over c.
Lemma 3. β ` {wp(β, c, Q)} c {Q}.
Initially, β is assumed to be empty. Proving the correctness of a program
{P re} prog {P ost} therefore amounts to showing that P re −→ wp([], prog, P ost)
is valid, by an application of rule Conseq.
Let us emphasise one point: in Section 2.2, we have defined two semantics.
Because the notion of validity of Hoare triples is defined with reference to the setbased semantics, the whole soundness argument is carried out in this semantics.
Showing that P re −→ wp([], prog, P ost) is valid can be done w.r.t. the set-based
semantics, but according to Lemma 1, it is equivalent to the standard individual
semantics, so it is more convenient to switch to this semantics here to be able
to use standard proof procedures of predicate logic.
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Guarded Fragment

The results established in the previous section are sound for programs containing
full first-order formulas, but application of the wp calculus to such programs will
in general produce proof problems that are undecidable. The Guarded Fragment
(GF) is a fragment of first-order predicate logic that has been introduced by
Andréka, Németi and van Benthem [4] and studied in depth [14,15]. The aspect
of interest for us is that GF is decidable; several decision procedures have been
described [13,17] and implemented [18].
We summarise the essential features of GF: An atomic formula or atom is
defined as an equality x = y or the application of a relation symbol to a tuple
of variables, R(v). On this basis, we define GF:
Definition 7 (Guarded Fragment, GF).
– All quantifier-free first-order formulas are formulas of GF.
– If ψ and φ are formulas of GF, then so are ¬ψ and (ψ ∧ φ).
– If ψ(x, y) is a formula of GF and α(x, y) is an atom and f v(ψ(x, y)) ⊆
f v(α(x, y)), then ∃y.α(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y) and ∀y.α(x, y) −→ ψ(x, y) are formulas of GF. Here, we call α(x, y) the guard and ψ(x, y) the body of a
quantified formula.
We say that a formula is guarded if it belongs to the guarded fragment of
first-order logic. The definitions of ValidClient and ActiveIfSubscr of Section 1.2
are examples of guarded formulas.
Definition 8 (Guarded statement and program). We say that a formula
b is a quasi-guard if it can be written as α1 (v1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ αn (vn ) ∧ ψ, where ψ is
a guarded formula and the αi are atoms, where different vi , vj are disjoint.
We say that a match clause match v where b is guarded if b is a quasi-guard.
We say that a statement is guarded if all its match clauses are guarded. We
say that a program is guarded if its pre- and post-conditions and its constituting
statement are guarded.
For example, the program of Figure 1 is guarded. A program with a clause
match v1 , v2 where (∃x.R(x, v1 )) ∧ (∃y.R(y, v2 )) is not guarded.
Theorem 2. If c is a guarded statement, Q a guarded formula and β a list of
quasi-guards, then wp(β, c, Q) is a guarded formula.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the statement. The proposition is evident for Skip. For a sequence c1 ; c2 of instructions and guarded Q, by
induction hypothesis, we obtain a guarded formula for wp(β, c2 , Q). Similarly, for
a match statement, wp(β@[b], c, Q) is a guarded formula G. If match v where b
is guarded and b a quasi-guard, we can write ∀v.b −→ G as ∀v1 .α1 (v1 ) −→
. . . −→ ∀vn .αn (vn ) −→ ψ −→ G, which is again guarded.
The main concern is therefore preservation of guardedness in relation update;
we first discuss the case Q[R := λv.(R(v)∨β)]. We reason by induction on Q. The
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only critical cases are existential and universal quantification; we only look at
the latter, the former is similar. Thus, assume Q is of the form ∀y.α(x, y) −→
ψ(x, y). The case where α 6= R poses no problem, so assume Q of the form
∀y.R(x, y) −→ ψ(x, y), with Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∨ β)] = ∀y.(R(x, y) ∨ β[v :=
x, y]) −→ ψ 0 , where ψ 0 is the result of the relation update in ψ(x, y). This
formula is not guarded any longer, but we can rewrite it to a conjunction of
∀y.R(x, y) −→ ψ 0 (which is guarded) and ∀y.β[v := x, y] −→ ψ 0 , with β a list
of quasi-guards, which can be turned into a guarded formula in a similar form
as seen for the match statement.
The reasoning for a relation update Q[R := λv.(R(v) ∧ ¬β)] for a delete
statement proceeds along the same line, but is slightly simpler: the intermediate
formula ∀y.(R(x, y) ∧ ¬β[v := x, y]) −→ ψ 0 can directly be rewritten to the
guarded ∀y.R(x, y) −→ (¬β[v := x, y]) −→ ψ 0 .
From this theorem, the fact that a program {P re} c {P ost} yields a proof
obligation P re −→ wp([], c, P ost), and the decidability of GF, we obtain:
Corollary 1.
– Application of the weakest pre-condition calculus of Section 3.3 to a guarded
program produces a guarded proof obligation.
– The correctness problem of guarded programs is decidable.

5

Conclusions

This paper has presented a language combining queries and updates that can be
used for graph and relational databases. The focus of the paper is on verifying
assertions in the form of pre- and post-conditions, the operational aspect of
the language was secondary. It might nevertheless be interesting to make this
language executable, which is not possible when bluntly taking the operational
semantics as it stands, because the semantics is manipulating possibly infinite
sets of individual interpretations. We are however convinced that it is easy to
derive a realistic operational semantics, by a restriction to relevant variables (the
variables occurring in the program).
Our current efforts concentrate on formally verifying the theory developed
in this paper in the Isabelle proof assistant, in order to obtain a fully verified
proof obligation generator. Completeness of the calculus presented here is an
open question. Further steps in the theory are extensions of the logic permitting
to reason about paths in graphs, leading us to consider logics with transitive
closure.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Lison Kardassevitch for implementing a
prototype of the verification framework.
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